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Abstract: Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) provide platforms for delivering
complex service-oriented applications that need to satisfy enterprise-grade quality of
service requirements such as dependability and scalability. The performance of these
applications largely depends on the performance of the WfMS supporting them. Comparing the performance of different WfMSs and optimizing their configuration requires
that appropriate benchmarks are made available. In this position paper we make the
case for benchmarking the performance of WfMSs that are compliant with the Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 standard and explore most of the challenges that
one must tackle when constructing such benchmarks.

1

Introduction

Since the introduction of Web services [Pas05], workflow-based applications [LR97] have
become the state-of-the-art programming model for integrated applications and information systems. They support the implementation of the two-level programming paradigm
[WWC92], where the programming in the large is carried out using process models and
the programming in the small is implemented via appropriate Web Services [ACKM04,
GGKS02, WCL+ 05]. This approach has entered all business areas [KKL06, ZTP03] rang-

ing from simple forms-oriented applications, such as opening a new account in a bank or
the approval of a travel plan in a software company, to complex applications, such as the
planning for the construction of a car in the design department of a car manufacturer.
The performance of workflow-based applications depends basically on two factors: the
performance of the workflow management middleware and the performance of the application components [LBK03]. The application components are either produced by the
company running the application or have been provided by some software vendor. These
are typically delivered as a service. We assume that these components have been designed
and implemented using appropriate best practices and have been configured and tuned for
optimal performance. It can be further assumed that the application components and the
Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) are clearly separated; a situation that is normal
if the WfMS is provided by some software vendor and/or implemented using the BPMN
2.0 standard [JE11]. In this case, the achievable overall performance of the application
depends solely on the performance of the WfMS.
We find ourselves now at the same situation as database management systems in 1985,
when Jim Gray published the first benchmark proposal [BBC+ 85]: agreement had been
reached on an appropriate standard and the first set of database engines were delivered
as commercials systems. Proposing a comparison benchmark posed an important challenge that sparked significant research activities in the field of databases resulting in an
unexpected dramatic improvement of database technology; the performance of database
engines measured through the TPC benchmark improved dramatically from 54 transactions/minute in 1992 to more than 10 million transactions/minute in 2010.
In the context of WfMSs, we have a similar situation: agreement has been reached on
BPMN 2.0 as the standard for Business Process Management [Ley11] and more and more
commercial and research WfMSs based on BPMN 2.0 are entering the market1 .
It is the right time to develop a benchmark for BPMN 2.0 workflow engines that helps
to give an objective and quantitative comparison and as a result drives forward workflow
middleware technology2 .
WfMSs belong to a different class of software systems [Wes07] as opposed to database
management systems or programming language compilers, for which there are established
benchmarks (e.g., TPC-C [Tra97], SPEC CPU [Sta11]) and well known performance analysis and optimization techniques [Jai91]. In contrast to databases, which passively react to
a workload of queries [Gra92], WfMSs actively drive the orchestration of distributed services which lie outside of their control [LRS02]. As opposed to programming languages,
which can be optimized for local execution, workflow languages make use of composition
constructs which shift the focus of the optimization from local computations to distributed
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_BPMN_2.0_Engines
2 Business Process Management cannot be fully reduced to BPMN 2.0, as many other approaches (e.g., WSBPEL, Case Management, Structured vs. Unstructured, Declarative/Rule-based vs. Imperative process modeling) have been proposed and are being pursued. This heterogeneity has been so far detrimental to the development
of a comprehensive benchmark to compare systems that are very diverse in terms of the features they offer, the
different types of middleware technology they leverage underneath and the meta-modeling paradigm they use to
describe business processes. Thus, in the rest of this paper we assume a level playing field whereby the engines
to be benchmarked comply with one standard.

interactions.
The objective of this position paper is to define the challenges involved in the construction
of a solid benchmark for BPMN 2.0 based WfMSs that helps 1) analyze the performance
behavior of WfMSs, 2) give a fair comparison to different systems and therefore, to 3)
contribute to drive forward the progress of workflow technology.
The rest of this position paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents work that is
related to benchmarking WfMS and examines its relevance with respect to our goals.
Section 3 discusses the main factors that contribute to determine the performance of a
WfMS. Sections 4 and section 5 explore the logistic and technical challenges that designers of WfMS benchmarks must overcome. Section 6 discusses the relationship between
the challenges and the performance factors, while Section 7 concludes this position paper.

2

Related Work

When it comes to evaluating the performance of complex systems such as modern service
oriented architectures [GGKS02], there has been a lot of work focusing on each layer of the
architecture [HZ06], going from the storage layer [Gra92, TZJW08, Cha95] all the way up
through the middleware [BCM+ 05, SKBB09, GSC+ 04, PP08] into the Cloud [BKKL09].
In this section we present a brief summary of relevant benchmarking literature, including
references to the most important surveys [WFP07].
Concerning WfMS, relatively less work can be found specifically targeting the topic of
benchmarking their performance (e.g., [GMW00, BBD10a, DPZ11]). One of the first
benchmarks that has been published was LabFlow-1 [BSR96]. The goal was to study the
impact of the database on the workflow performance; in fact, the authors saw it more as a
database benchmark rather than a workflow benchmark, comparing the overhead different
database management systems used by a workflow engine. The benchmark was motivated
by the statements made in [GHS95] that commercial WfMSs could not support applications with high-throughput workflows and would not meet the needs of the associated
genome research center for high-performance workflows. Unfortunately, the structure of
the workflows was not given, so that no judgment can be made how the benchmark would
perform on a modern, state-of-the-art WfMS.
The next benchmark [GMW00], conducted in 2000 by the database group of Gerhard
Weikum at the University of Saarland, was comparing the performance of a commercial
WfMS with the one that has been developed by members of the group. The base was
a rather simple e-commerce workflow that was described using state charts. The actual
benchmark measured the throughput of each of the systems as well as the impact of the
database work that was forwarded to a dedicated server. The maximum throughput of the
systems was measured at 400 processes/hour running on a SUN Sparc 10. The results may
have been good for the time of the benchmark; however, it can be assumed, that a state-ofthe-art WfMS would significantly outperform such benchmark (in particular given today’s
hardware capabilities).
Hence, the need to introduce a benchmark that addresses the state-of-art features is widely

recognized [KKL06, WLR+ 09, RvdAH07, LMJ10]. As one could speculate the vendors
of commercial systems are running internal benchmarks (e.g. [IBM11], [Act11], [IC07])
to come up with performance figures that they publish in their product documentation or
provide to prospective customers upon special requests. However, there is still no commonly accepted way to compare the performance of different engines.
Towards this direction SPEC introduced in 2010 a subcommitee on SOA [Sta10] middleware benchmarking. The scope of the working group is rather broad, as it covers business
process choreography among many other SOA middleware technologies.
More recently, SOABench [BBD10a] is a framework for the automatic generation, execution and analysis of test beds for evaluating the performance of service-oriented middleware. It has been used in [BBD10b] to compare the performance of several WS-BPEL
engines (ActiveVOS, jBPM, and Apache ODE). The goal of the benchmark was to test
the efficiency of the individual structural activities, such as <sequence>, <flow> with
and without links, and <while>. Each activity type was used in a process model with
five invoke activities, whose implementation was a simple servlet. The performance was
compared using a different number of clients and different think times between subsequent
requests. Unlike the work in [GMW00], the measurements focused on response time and
identified several scalability limitations of the systems being tested.
A black-box approach to workflow benchmarking has been published in [DPZ11]. The
goal of the authors is to compare the performance of five unnamed workflow engines for
the XPDL language under various workload conditions. The main metric chosen is the
completion time and the proposed reference processes only involve local computations
(e.g., incrementing loop counters and generating random numbers). The outcome is that
commercial engines outperform the freely available ones under heavy load conditions.
OpenESB [Sun07] and Din et al. [DES08] use a simple synthetic process in their benchmarks. The first focuses on load testing while the second one on stresses the response
time behaviour. Roller [Rol13] and FACTS [LLHX10] perform load testing using one
real-world process to stress an open source and a proprietary engine. Both of these works
invoke external services through their processes. Silver [HHGR06] benchmarks two BPEL
engines using 12 kernel processes. It performs a baseline test that measures the latency
and the memory utilisation.
The challenges that are analysed in the sections 4 and 5, have as a goal to extend the aforementioned related work, with respect to the following key points: a) a workload mix of
diverse complexity, and b) performance tests of different types that will consider a larger
set of raw performance metrics and aggregate them into meaningful key performance indicators.

3

Performance Factors

The contents of a benchmark and the associated challenges for constructing such a benchmark can only be appreciated if one understands how the various aspects of a WfMS will
impact the performance with which a WFMS can execute business processes (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Factors affecting the performance of a WfMS

Six areas can be distinguished that contribute to the performance of a WFMS: (1) The
architecture of the workflow engine, (2) The structure and complexity of the business
processes that are being carried out, such as the level of parallelism or the handling of
data, (3) The interactions that the business process carries out such as responding to a
request from a client or invoking a Web Service, (4) The exploitation of the underlying
middleware, such as transaction handling or message processing, (5) The management of
data in a persistent store for the reliable execution of long-running processes, and (6) the
load that the WfMS must sustain.

3.1

Workflow Engine Architecture

The internal architecture of the workflow engine is a very important factor contributing to
the performance of the overall workflow-based application. Typically BPMN 2.0 engines
will transform the process model into an internal representation that can be executed efficiently. In some cases, they may introduce several pools of worker threads to pipeline
the concurrent execution of multiple, independent process instances and rely on the underlying application server middleware services to efficiently manage synchronous and
asynchronous interactions. To achieve scalability, some engines have been designed to
replicate key components to run across multiple processor cores, or even in a distributed
environment such as a cluster of computers or a Cloud [PHA07]. There are also many
possibilities concerning the performance optimizations that have been applied to modern
workflow engines. These involve aspects such as:
• transaction management: where ACID properties need to be guaranteed both towards
the external services participating in the workflow as well as within the engine, which is
responsible for the consistent and dependable management of the state of each process

instance. Transaction boundaries can be adjusted to minimize conflicts, especially concerning short-lived micro-flows [HZ06].
• message processing: buffering, filtering, normalization, sorting, aggregation, and correlation of messages that are exchanged with the environment through the underlying middleware. Zero-copy or pass-by-reference techniques can be introduced as long as they do
not violate the semantics of the process modeling language.
• failure handling and recovery: it is a common trade off to provide support for the persistent and reliable storage of the state of process instances by giving up some performance.
This is particularly important for long running processes, which are likely to be affected by
failures affecting the workflow execution engine itself. Write-through caching, persistent
message queues and optimized logging representations can potentially make a big impact
on the performance [LR98].
• monitoring: dynamically generating up-to-date reports on the internal activities of the
system may require to combine OLAP characteristics within an architecture whose primary goal is to drive forward the execution of the active workflows, which is a form of
OLTP [BGNS10]. Not only it is important to observe the impact of monitoring on the performance of the raw workflow engine, but also monitoring itself can be a source of specific
benchmarking scenarios and challenges.
Having a benchmark would make it possible to fix the boundary conditions around the
workflow engine (i.e., process models, interactions, workloads) so that it would be possible to measure and quantitatively compare the effect of critical design decisions on the
engine’s architecture.

3.2

Process Model Complexity

The complexity of a process model plays a significant role in the performance that can
be achieved. It poses a significant challenge on the design and implementation to make
sure that one does not pay for constructs if they are not defined in a business process.
The complexity of a process model has many facets [Car07]; we illustrate here the most
prominent ones which mostly affect the runtime performance of the process.
One important facet is the structure of the process model in terms of parallelism. Parallel
processing within a business process can improve process execution time, in particular if
time dependent processing, such as timer events, is available or other Web Services are
invoked. However, extra execution resources are needed by the WfMS to cope with the
parallel processing of each parallel path, including the safe handling of variables that are
concurrently referenced in multiple paths.
Processing of data in transition conditions and assign activities is another important part of
executing a business process. Depending on the size of the data stored within the involved
variables and the level of sophistication of the XPath expressions, handling of data may
require significant execution resources by the WfMS.
Compensation processing mandates that data and execution histories are kept so that pro-

cessing can be undone or alternate processing can be carried out. Storing persistent execution logs requires sufficient storage resources and also imposes an overhead during the
execution of a transactional business process.

3.3

Interactions

The interactions that a business process carries out fall in two categories: the processing
of client requests and the invocation of external Web Services. These are carried out using
one of the following three interaction patterns: (1) synchronous request-reply, (2) asynchronous message-exchange, and (3) fire-and-forget. All patterns are defined via appropriate BPMN constructs (Figure 2) such as service task for (1), throw-catch of a message
event or send-receive tasks for (2) and throw of a message event or send task for (3).
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Figure 2: Interactions Handled by a WfMS

3.3.1

Request-Reply

The requestor starts the request-reply interaction pattern by calling the Web Service via
the appropriate interface and then waits for the invoked Web Service to return the defined
output value. When a client issues such a request, the WfMS loads the associated process
model, creates a process instance, and has the appropriate receive handle the input value
supplied in the request. Processing of the process instance continues by running the activities in the prescribed order, including possibly some interactions with other Web Services.
The business process issues such requests, when a service task is defined. The WfMS in
this case calls the defined Web Service and then waits until the response comes back. Finally, when an end state is reached, the associated variable is returned to the client. Even if

this pattern is designed for very short interaction in the range of seconds, the WfMS cannot
make any assumptions about the response time of a called Web Service (when calling out)
nor about the time does it take to execute a process instance (which determines for how
long time the client remains connected to the engine waiting for a reply).
3.3.2

Request-Response

A requestor starts this pattern by calling the Web Service asynchronously; it is not waiting
for any response, the response comes back to the requestor by having the invoked Web
Service calling the requestor back at a specified end point reference. The requestor message contains correlation information that is returned by the Web Service along with its
call back and that allows the requestor to correlate the response to the original request.
If the requestor is a client, the WfMS in the receive activity or in the catching message
event extracts the correlation information and makes the extracted information part of
the value returned in the response message. If a business process is the requestor, the
Web Service is invoked via an appropriate send task or throwing a message event with
correlation information being part of the input value.
Processing of the business process continues until a receive activity or an itermediate
catching message event is encountered that has been defined with the same partner link.
The WfMS now stops processing until a message is received for the receive activity or the
catching message event. The correlation information in the message is used to locate the
appropriate process instance (the one that issued the request).
As in the case of the request-reply, the WfMS can make no assumption about the time
it takes for the called Web Service to respond. It must be able to process instantaneous
responses (even within milliseconds) as well as responses that come after a very long time
(e.g., more than a month).
3.3.3

Fire-and-Forget

This pattern is a simple asynchronous call, either issued by a client or by the business
process. There is nothing special about this type of request, except that exception situations need very special treatments. For example, a business process invokes a Web
Service which completes successfully, however the process aborted and may be automatically restarted since the processing of a WfMS is typically carried out within transactional
brackets. From a performance perspective, these interactions are the ones which pose the
least burden on the system, since they do not block and do not usually include correlation
metadata.

3.4

Application Server Exploitation

WfMSs typically rely on functions that application servers provide, such as application
scheduling, or timer services. The following functions are the most prominent ones from

a performance perspective.
Support of transactions All processing of a WfMS is carried out as transactions, so that
a WfMS automatically provides forward recoverability; that means when the system fails,
all changes applied to the business process are undone and the system is restarted with
the original request. Note that backward recovery for business processes is provided via
the compensation processing.
Queues Most WfMSs use message queues for interaction between the different components. These queues might become performance bottlenecks with concurent components
subjected to heavy load.
Timer Services The timer event of the BPMN 2.0 specification as well internal functions
of the WfMS exploit the timer services for starting appropriate actions at the right time.
Application management The various components of the WfMS are managed by the
application server. This includes managing the execution lifecycle of the components
that make up the WfMS, including dynamic loading and unloading of components.

3.5

Database Usage

Most business processes are long-running that means they cannot be carried out in a single
execution step; those that do are typically called micro flows. This mandates that the
WfMS stores the state of those process instances in some persistent store. The amount of
data that must be stored thus becomes highly dependent on the execution time of process
instances. The database is not only used by the WfMS internally but also to answer process
queries, a facility that most WfMSs provide. In addition, most WfMSs provide audit
trailing, a facility that writes an entry into a log table for each change in the state of a
process instance. If audit trailing is activated, additional history data is generated and
needs to be indexed and stored persistently. Extra storage is required if process instances
must be, e.g., for legal reasons, kept for many years. Even with rapidly decreasing storage
costs, the amount of storage required by different workflow engines is an important cost
factor and may significantly change depending on the offered level of persistence.

3.6

Load/Request Management

A WfMS must sustain a plethora of different request scenarios [DES08], such as a large
number of clients issuing moderately low-frequency requests, a small number of clients
rapidly firing off many requests, or number of requests peaking at certain times during the
day. Furthermore, users are expecting that WfMSs to some extent scale with the hardware
that is available. Clustered or distributed workflow engine architectures which may be
deployed on multicore servers on in the Cloud are starting to appear [ALMS09, LMJ10].
Such engine architectures may trade-off response time against throughput, making the

choice of workload very critical to give a fair assessment of their performance. Furthermore the chosen workload may be domain-specific [YÖK03], thus depend on the type of
processes that are to be executed as part of the benchmark.

4

Logistic Challenges

This section introduces the set of challenges that one will find when trying to obtain information that correctly reflects the usage of WfMSs in the field.

4.1

Collecting Real World Scenarios

The notion of workflow-based applications [LR97] has entered all domains of applications,
ranging from simple transaction-oriented processing in a bank, straight-through processing in financial institutions, the Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) scenarios of a
production company, to the support of engineers in the design department of a car manufacturer. It is therefore necessary to collect as many real world scenarios as necessary to
have a fair representation of the applications, which use WfMS as their base. Only then
it is possible to come up with a benchmark that correctly reflects the usage of the WfMSs
in the real world. The challenge here is to only collect as many scenarios as necessary but
not more. It is very likely that a single benchmark can hardly reflect the diversity of applications or the different exploitation of workflow technology in the different industries,
so one may end up with several benchmarks reflecting the level of sophistication of the
WfMS and orthogonally to it several benchmarks for different industries. In this case, it
may be required to collect more real world scenarios for the construction of the different
benchmarks. It is understood that getting real world scenarios is also a challenge, since
many companies do not want to disclose their business processes for competitive reasons.

4.2

Synthesizing Benchmark Flows

The underlying process models reflect the diversity of the applications, ranging from simple sequential processes with a few activities to complex, long running, highly parallel
processes, from the invocation of simple synchronous Web Services to highly complex,
context-based message exchange scenarios in order fulfillment processes. To keep the
benchmark manageable, it is virtually impossible to construct a benchmark by just adding
processes corresponding to each particular scenario for each usage segment. Thus one
needs to extract the essence of each of the scenarios and construct a set of synthetic process models plus appropriate Web Services. The challenge is therefore to construct a
minimal number of process models that correctly reflects the actual usage of the different
process model constructs that the process model language offers. In other words, the set of
process models making up the benchmark needs to reflect the usage pattern of the various

BPMN 2.0 constructs in real-world scenarios. We envisage a modular set of benchmarks
including the mostly used BPMN 2.0 features in the core and the less frequently used
features as optional extensions. For this purpose we intend to implement a static and dynamic analysis on the selected collection of process models. These analyses will export
micro characteristics of process models such as which language elements are mostly used
and to which extent, and also macro characteristics, which are namely reoccurring structures (e.g., fragments and patterns) in the collection of process models. This way we can
automate the synthesis of representative processes.

4.3

General vs. Domain Specific Benchmark Flows

In a second step, the synthesized process models must be aggregated in such a way that
they correctly reflect the appropriate usage patterns of the different scenarios; that means
the execution of the different process models with their different process activities should
reflect the sum of all scenarios, if possible. If that does not prove to be feasible, it is
suggested to develop a set of benchmarks that reflect certain industries, such as banking
or public sector. The cross-industry, function exploitation oriented approach has been also
followed for the database benchmarks through the introduction of special benchmarks
[PF00], such as the TPC-D [Tra95] benchmark for data warehouses, or the TPC-H [Tra]
for decision support systems. Given the large number of application domains in which
workflow technology has been successfully applied, it is challenging to select a suitable
representative subset of domains from which to start from collecting and synthesizing
domain specific benchmark process models.

4.4

Benchmark Number and Key Performance Indicators

The result of the benchmark should be preferably a single number (or as few values as
possible). Only a single number allows the easy comparison of different WfMSs. Special
care must be taken that the benchmark number is fair, that means that is not favoring particular architectures or implementations. Given the very large number of metrics that can
be used in observing the performance of a WfMS [LBK03, WLR+ 09] (just to name a few
examples: throughput, response time, resource and power consumption, network traffic
consumed, peak number of concurrently active process instances, total number of started
vs. completed process instances, SLA violations, failure rate, required memory/disk storage, recovery time) it will particularly challenging to select and aggregate them into a
single meaningful number. Additionally, it will be necessary to choose between a blackbox approach, relying on metrics which can be obtained non-intrusively, or a white-box
approach which may require to instrument the workflow engine to observe its internal
behavior in detail.
It is suggested that one follows a similar approach to what is currently done in database
benchmarking where the obtained performance is provided as an absolute number (trans-

actions/minute) as well as cost-rated number (transactions/minute/euro). However, it is
also important to investigate if response time would make a useful comparison metrics (or
whether there is a strong correlation between response time and throughput).

5

Technical Challenges

This section presents a set of technical challenges that one will encounter during the design
of a fair benchmark that takes into account specific features and characteristics of WFMS.

5.1

Application Implementation Impact Elimination

The database benchmarks are conceptually simple: a test client fires off a number of requests against the database management system. The test completes when all pre-defined
request have been issued. This is quite different for benchmarking a WfMS where not
only the workflow engine is involved but also the invoked Web Services contribute to
the end-to-end performance; both require appropriate hardware resources (CPU, I/O, and
Network). The challenge here is the elimination of these non-WFMS resources from the
benchmark results so that only the WfMS proper is benchmarked. The typical approach
of eliminating the application impact by short-cutting the invocation does not work for at
least two reasons: (1) one has no access to the internal code of the engine for engineering the short cut, (2) the interaction between a process and its invoked Web Services is
normally carried using conversation-based message exchange protocols.

5.2

Prevent System Overloading

The WfMS exposes its activities that receive messages from the outside as Web Services.
Thus the interaction between the invoked Web Services and the process is via set of Web
Service calls either invoked by the WfMS for the Web Services implementing the invoke
activities in the process or by the invoked Web Service calling the Web Services that implement the receive activities of the process. The same is true in general for the clients
requesting the execution of a process; the process either sends an asynchronous response
back to the caller, or returns the result via a call back to the calling Web Service. Consequently a simple test client like the one that is constructed for database benchmarking
cannot be used. The test client in database benchmarks just fires off requests and waits
until the database management system comes back with an answer before submitting the
next request. This notion of having the client carrying out synchronous calls will not work
for driving the execution of processes in a WfMS. Thus the client can only fire off requests
using some delay between the individual requests so that the WfMS is capable of handling all requests without overloading, thrashing or keeping requests buffered somewhere
and eventually being throttled by the underlying messaging infrastructure. The challenge

would be to automatically adjust the delay rate so that the WfMS can cope with the requests.

5.3

Benchmarking Long Running Processes

The lifetime of processes ranges from milliseconds for a process that invokes another Web
service to obtain, for example, the price of a particular book in a book store service to
seconds for the handling of a sales transaction in straight-thru-processing, to weeks for
an order process that handles the ordering of goods from a supplier, or even years for a
process that controls the design process at a car manufacturer. The characteristics of those
long running processes are twofold: (1) the instance database gets large and (2) neither the
WfMS nor the database management system can take advantage of caching. The challenge
is to find a method/setup that allows the benchmarking of those long-running processes
without having to wait for years in order for the benchmark to complete.

5.4

System Internal Load Optimization

Some WfMSs exploit internal load optimization techniques to cope with the situation that
the request load quite often varies with the time of the day. Thus they shift work to the time
of the day of when the request load is lower. For example, IBM MQSeries Workflow postpones the resource-intensive deletion of process instances to lower-activity times. Likewise, Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation can be configured not to always immediately move completed process instances to a specific database partition. The challenge
is to accommodate this kind of adaptive/optimized behavior in the measurements for the
throughput.

5.5

Correlation-based Message Exchange

Interactions between the invoked Web Services and the process are carried out as set of
message exchanges. The messages are tagged with user-defined correlation information
that helps the receiving WfMS and the invoked Web Services to find the appropriate process instance or other state information, in case the Web Service is not implemented as a
process. Since the associated correlation information must be unique during the life time
of a particular process instance, the challenge is to design and develop a test client in such
a way that unique correlation tokens are generated when a request is sent to the WfMS for
starting a process instance.

5.6

Performance Impact of Workflow Language Features

Workflow languages in general and BPMN 2.0 in particular provide a rich set of constructs
to model iteration, concurrency and parallelism, exception handling and failure recovery,
etc. During the design of the benchmark it will be important to consider whether all of the
possible features of the workflow language will have to be covered by the test workloads,
or only the ones that are actually and most frequently used in practice [MR08].
The challenge is to accommodate a variable degree of support for advanced language features by different engines. If the benchmark will require engines that provide full support
for all language features, this may excessively restrict the number of engines that can be
tested. This will enable the benchmark to be used as a tool to study the impact of given
language features on the performance of a WfMS implementing (or not implementing)
them. The hypothesis is that some engines may avoid implementing some features for
performance reasons.

5.7

Reliability, Recovery and Robustness

An important feature of workflow engines concerns the guarantee of persistent execution
for the process instances. If a failure occurs the state of the process instances is reloaded
from persistent storage so that their execution can recover. The challenge is to define
methods for controlled failure injection experiments in order to measure the failure rate
of different systems as it is observed by the clients of the workflow engine. It should be
noted that failure cannot be achieved through code modifications, but could be introduced
by corrupting the messages as they reach the engine. At a different abstraction level, failures could also affect the services participating in the process [SPJ09], thus exercising the
fault and compensation handlers specified as part of the benchmark processes [CKLW03].
Thus, it is important to be able to assess how well a given workflow engine can run processes over an unreliable execution environment but also run processes composing services
of unreliable providers.

5.8

Monitoring

In addition to process execution, many workflow engines support the monitoring of the
process execution by clients. In some case, live monitoring allows clients to track in realtime the progress of the process instances they are interested in. In other cases, it is possible to produce periodic monitoring reports, which give some statistics over the number of
successfully or unsuccessfully completed process instances in a given time window. Depending on whether the reporting includes data from active processes or it mostly concerns
a historical perspective on the instance database, the monitoring feature is likely to have an
impact on the performance of workflow-based applications. The challenge is to take into
account the impact of monitoring-related features on the process execution benchmarks.

Table 1: Summary: challenges and related performance factors
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Likewise, specific monitoring benchmarks can be proposed concerning the performance
of the monitoring features of the engine, e.g., how well it scales with a large number of
clients that are monitoring a large number of active process instances or retrieving historical reports on very large execution logs.

6

Discussion

The previous two sections present a potentially incomplete list of challenges that developers of a benchmark will face. Our list separates the challenges that are related to the
collection of a representative set of usage scenarios (logistic challenges) from the technical challenges that are related to the specific characteristics of WfMS. Incidentally these
are the same challenges the developers of WfMSs will face when developing functional

and stress tests of their systems (at least to some extent, since having access to the engine’s
code makes their life slightly easier). These challenges are also relevant when doing capacity planning to deploy a WfMS in production and enough resources need to be allocated
to ensure an acceptable level of performance.
Table 1 summarizes the relationship between the challenges and the performance factors.
For each performance factor, we analyzed whether the corresponding challenge has a potential impact on it. The analysis results are based on our experience with the design
and architecture of workflow engines, with their performance optimization as well as with
initial results of the BenchFlow project [SRF+ 15].
The logistic challenges mostly relate to finding representative and suitable process models
to exercise all capabilities of the workflow engine being benchmarked in a way that is fair
and representative of real-world usage scenarios. Attention must be also devoted to the
design of a suitable workload model [AW96] that in our case corresponds to the chosen
set of process models: lack of an appropriate and scalable workload models can make
benchmarking experiments useless [MA01]. Obtaining a single benchmark number out of
many possible Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is influenced by what can be measured
considering the engine architecture a black box subjected to a given workload from its
clients.
The technical challenges are broadly related to all other performance factors. Eliminating
the impact of the external application components and services that are integrated as part
of a workflow will require to deal with the way the workflow engine interacts with its Web
services. Bringing the system to its saturation point will require to apply a suitable client
workload affecting all of its layers (from the database, through the application server middleware all the way to the workflow engine). The benchmarking results obtained with long
running processes are likely to be affected by the instance database performance and will
require to design specific client workloads. The definition of suitable correlation strategies for the benchmark is a cross-cutting challenge. Concerning the impact of workflow
language features, these will need to be exercised by including them in suitable process
models. Their performance will be affected by how efficiently they are supported by the
workflow engine architecture. Including ways to measure the impact of the fault-tolerance
and dependability aspects in the benchmark will need to take into account the effects of the
database, the application server and the core of the workflow engine. Likewise, the result
of a benchmark targeting the monitoring features will be affected by the organization of
the instance database and require to define representative workloads of monitoring clients.
In our work we have begun to address some of these challenges, by making specific design
decisions for the benchmark. Due to space limitations we cannot include many details in
this paper. However at this point we would like to give a high level description of the
approach that we plan to follow.
For challenge 5.1 we have contacted several companies and researchers to ask for process models witout focusing on a specific modelling language. In order to encourage the
sharing of the models, we have suggested a) signing of confidentiality agreements and b)
implementd a tool for obfuscating and anonymizing processes [SRPL14]. To face challenge 4.2 we analyze the collected models in terms of frequency of use of the BPMN 2.0

features, and frequent structures that are met in the models. With the appropriate usage of
this information we plan to implement a workload generator, that will produce the workload according to WfMS specific features. This approach also satisfies challenge 4.3, and
partially challenge 5.6 as we can adjust the workload to different features of a WfMS. It
is planned that challenge 5.6 will also be addressed with compliance tests of BPMN 2.0
engines to the BPMN 2.0 standard. Challenges 3.2 and 3.3 will be addressed carefully
designing a benchmark environment able to handle the diversity and the complexity of
BPMN 2.0. Defining the KPIs (Challenge 4.4) will be approached by conducting multiple iterations of the benchmark. In each iteration more complex KPIs will be defined by
aggregating metrics obtained with previous iterations and evaluating them based on the
community feedback.
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Conclusion

In this position paper we presented the case for a benchmark for WfMSs that helps compare the performance characteristics of WfMSs and therefore stimulates further research
in this important middleware technology. Benchmarks should be simple, portable, scale
to different workload sizes, and allow the objective comparisons of competing systems
[Gra92]. Considering the large number of factors that impact the performance of a WfMS,
the definition of a suitable benchmark remains a challenging open problem. The wide
range of successful applications for workflow technology and also the complexity of workflow engines (which potentially interact with many different kinds of middleware) will
warrant the exploration of novel approaches to the design of benchmarks specifically targeting the performance of such systems.
By presenting the set of open research challenges collected in this position paper, our
goal is to start a discussion within the community interested in middleware for workflow
and business process management on the need, potential benefits and possible design approaches for having a set of well-designed and widely accepted benchmarks for assessing,
comparing and further improving the performance of WfMSs.
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